Planned Changes to Address Current WebI Limitations:

• The weekly load of data into the JCS Data Mart is not always conducive to managing current caseloads. By the middle of the following week, information in the Data Mart is stale for this purpose.

• Solution: Modify our load process to allow for an Incremental Daily Load (IDL). New load process to be implemented on September 6th (along with new Resume Universe). Daily loads are planned to start on October 7th.

• **Implemented on October 7th**

• Data used for Federal Performance Metrics is not loaded into the JCS Data Mart, and there is no prospective or historical view into this data.

• Solution: Develop a Performance Metrics Universe with the same data used to calculate metrics, and refresh this data monthly. Report feedback will be solicited from our partners, and a late Fall implementation is planned, to include loads of historical quarters for trend analysis.

• **Feedback solicited from ASSET User Group in September. Late Fall implementation was not achieved ...**
Performance Metrics Requirements

August, 2013

TEGL Changes

Performance Metrics Implementation

Late Fall, 2013
TEGL and eDRVS
New Federal Reporting Regulations, File Layouts, eDRVS Software

- High priority to make changes to federal reporting process for 2013 Q1 reporting.

- Development resources working on Performance Metrics reports were required to work on TEGL changes.

- Changes to benchmark calculations for Performance Metric Reporting project have yet to be made.
  - Historical quarters have been loaded using “old logic”
  - Quarters starting with PY13 will need “new logic”
Performance Metrics Reports Timeline

March
- Request For Testers
- First-Cut Reports
- PY11-12 Loaded

April
- Production Test Begins
- Implement Feedback
- First-Cut Reports Completed

May
- Production Access Enabled
- PY13 Quarters Loaded

June
- Report Testing
- Q4 PY13 June Prelim Load
- Q4 PY13 July Prelim Load

Implement Logic For PY13 Loads
Old Load Schedule:

- Preliminary run – 2\textsuperscript{nd} day of new quarter
  - Jackie runs file through DRVS, sends errors to partners
  - Partners make fixes as necessary/desired

- Final run, on Friday around 20\textsuperscript{th} day of new quarter
  - Jackie runs updates file through DRVS
  - Final files submitted
  - Jackie creates Blue Report and Performance Report
New Load Schedule:

• Preliminary run – 2\textsuperscript{nd} day of new quarter
  • Jackie runs file through DRVS, sends errors to partners
  • Quarterly Preliminary Run loaded into warehouse

• Final run – on Friday around 20\textsuperscript{th} day of new quarter
  • Jackie runs updates file through DRVS
  • Final files submitted
  • Quarterly Final Run loaded into warehouse

• First prospective run for \textit{next quarter} – 1\textsuperscript{st} day of next month
  • Monthly prospective data loaded into warehouse

• Second prospective run – 1\textsuperscript{st} day of following month
  • Monthly prospective data loaded into warehouse
So you wanna be a tester, eh?

E-mail us at:

DETWebIReports@dwd.wi.gov

Note: Data use agreements must be signed in order to view detailed wage record data

Details on how to request access to data after move to production will be provided soon.
And now, at long last: THE DEMO

• Report samples you will see:
  • Overall benchmark summary
  • Summaries for each benchmark by:
    • WDA
    • Office
    • Worker
  • Detail data for benchmarks

• Known enhancements currently on our plate:
  • Create prompts (time, geography)
  • Trend analysis reports (multiple quarters)
  • Details for each benchmark, highlighting fields used to determine inclusion in numerator/denominator
  • Different reports for different access to Wage/WRIS data

Please excuse the dust…
Questions?